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Dryer
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CHD-E1200W

Safety Precautions



Before connecting the appliance check that the voltage
indicated on the appliance corresponds to the mains
voltage in your home.



Keep away from water! Do not use this appliance near or
over water contained in baths, washbasins, sinks, etc. If, for
some reason, the product has fallen into water: unplug from
the mains immediately.



If the hair dryer falls into water, pull the power plug out from
the power socket immediately. Never put your hands into
the water.



Ensure a qualified electrician inspects the appliance before
using again.



Do not direct aerosols or water sprays into hair dryer.



The Air Outlet Grill will become hot during use, therefore –
do not obstruct the air outlets and do not allow the flex to be
in contact with the Air Outlet during use.



Inspect the flex for possible damage from time to time.
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When drying hair in rollers, do not allow clips, hairpins, etc.
to protrude more than 10mm (finger width) to prevent
contact with the live parts inside the hair dryer.



Do not allow children to use a hair dryer without
supervision.



Please read these operating instructions carefully and
explain all precautions to children.



Always unplug after use and before cleaning.



Keep hair away from the hair dryer’s air inlet opening.



A qualified electrician should only perform repairs to the
hair dryer. Improper repairs may put the user at serious
risks.



CAUTION: DO not use the hair dryer near bathrooms,
lavatory or any wash basins.



Only a qualified technician be allowed to do maintenance
and component replacements.



After use, always unplug the hair dryer for safety reasons.
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Parts Identification

A - Concentrator
B - Indicator Light
C - Air Inlet Cover
D - Switch
E - Wire Protection
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Specifications

Model
Voltage
Frequency
Power

CHD-E1200W
220-240V~
50Hz
1200W

How to use

Ensure that the hair dryer does not get wet and do not use it
with wet hands. Always switch the hair dryer off before putting it
down.
Switch
0 = Appliance Off
1 = Minimum speed
2 = Maximum speed
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Care and Cleaning



Always disconnect your hair dryer before cleaning.



DO not immerse the appliance into water or any other
liquids.



Always inspect the hair dryer for dust or hair and remove
them periodically.



Clean the appliance with a slightly damp cloth and dry it up
with a dry cloth.
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